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Description

Title of Invention: ELECTRONIC DEVICE AND TASK CON¬

FIGURING METHOD OF ELECTRONIC DEVICE

Technical Field
[1] The present invention relates generally to a task configuring method for an electronic

device, and more particularly, to a task configuring method for an electronic device

using fingerprint recognition.

Background Art
[2] In recent years, electronic devices having fingerprint recognition devices have been

widely used for processing a fingerprint, which is at a low risk of being pirated or

imitated and is almost never changed.

[3] In general, repeatedly and frequently used tasks which may be associated with

electronic devices are configured as shortcuts. However, such shortcuts are, typically,

generated using one or more complicated processes.

Disclosure of Invention

Solution to Problem
[4] The present invention has been made to address at least the problems and/or disad

vantages described above and to provide at least the advantages described below.

[5] In accordance with an aspect of the present invention, a task configuring method of

an electronic device using fingerprint recognition is provided. The method includes

displaying a first area including at least one item which a user can select and a second

area which displays the selected at least one item, sensing a touch event used to move

the at least one item from the first area to the second area, identifying a fingerprint of a

finger which generates the touch event, and configuring a task by combining the at

least one moved item and the identified fingerprint.

[6] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, an electronic device is

provided. The electronic device includes a display unit, a user input unit a fingerprint

recognition unit, and a controller confiugred to display, on the display unit, a first area

including at least one item which a user can select and a second area which displays

the selected at least one item, sense, through the user input unit, a touch event used to

move the at least one item from the first area to the second area, identify, through the

fingerprint recognition unit, a fingerprint of a finger which generates the touch event,

and configure a task by combining the at least one moved item and the identified fin

gerprint.

Brief Description of Drawings
[7] The above and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will be



more apparent from the following detailed description in conjunction with the ac

companying drawings, in which:

[8] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an electronic device, according to an em

bodiment of the present invention;

[9] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a task configuring method, according to an em

bodiment of the present invention;

[10] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a task configuring method of an electronic device

using a fingerprint, which is registered beforehand, according to an embodiment of the

present invention;

[11] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a communication channel task configuring method of

an electronic device using a fingerprint, which is registered beforehand according to an

embodiment of the present invention;

[12] FIGs. 5A and 5B are diagrams illustrating a task configuring method of an electronic

device when a fingerprint has not been registered beforehand according to an em

bodiment of the present invention; and

[13] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a method of executing a configured task of an

electronic device, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Mode for the Invention
[14] Various embodiments of the present invention are described in detail below with

reference to the accompanying drawings. The same reference numbers are used

throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like parts. Additionally, detailed de

scriptions of well-known functions and structures incorporated herein may be omitted

to avoid obscuring the subject matter of the present invention. As used herein, the term

"and/or" includes any and all combinations of one or more of the associated listed

items.

[15] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an electronic device 100,

according to an embodiment of the present invention. The electronic device 100 can be

embodied in a smartphone or one or more other devices. For example, the electronic

device 100 may be embodied in a tablet Personal Computer (PC), a Portable

Multimedia Player (PMP), a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a laptop PC, a wearable

device such as a wrist watch and a Head-Mounted Display (HMD), etc.

[16] The electronic device 100 includes a display unit 110, a user input unit 120, a com

munication unit 130, a storage unit 140, an audio unit 150, and a controller 160.

[17] The display unit 110 displays an image or data to a user. The display unit 110 may

include a display panel. For example, a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), an Active

Matrix Organic Light Emitting Diode (AMOLED), or the like may be employed as the

display panel. The display unit 110 may further include a controller for controlling the



display panel. The display panel may be, for example, flexible, transparent, and/or

wearable.

[18] The display unit 110 may include a touch screen, which may be combined with a

touch panel 121. For example, the touch screen may include an integral module, in

which the display panel and the touch panel 121 are combined in a laminated structure.

[19] The display unit 110 may display a condition area and a task configuring area under

a control of the controller 160.

[20] The user input unit 120 receives various commands from a user and includes at least

one of the touch panel 121, a pen sensor 122 and/or a key 123.

[21] The touch panel 121 recognizes a touch input by the user on the basis of at least one

of, for example, a capacitive type, a resistive type, an infrared type, and an acoustic

wave type. The touch panel 121 may further include a controller.

[22] In the case where the touch panel isthe capacitive type panel which to recognizes

touch input by a user, proximity awareness in addition to direct touch is possible. The

touch panel 121 may further include a tactile layer. In this case, the touch panel 121

may provide a user with a tactile reaction.

[23] The pen sensor 122 may be implemented using a separate pen recognition sheet, for

example, in a scheme equivalent to the scheme in which a touch input of a user is

received.

[24] Examples of the key 123 may include a mechanical key, a touch key, or the like. The

mechanical key may include at least one of a power button provided at one side of the

electronic device 100 to switch on a display of the electronic device 100 when the

power button is pushed, one or more volume buttons located at the other side of the

electronic device 100 to control a volume when the one or more volume buttons are

pushed, and a home button, which may be provided at a lower central side of the

display unit 110 of the electronic device 100 to move the display to a home screen

when the home button is pushed. The touch key may include at least one of a menu

key, which may be provided on a first surface of the lower end of the display unit 110

of the electronic device 100, to provide a menu related to a currently-displayed content

when the menu key is touched, and a return key, which may be provided on second

surface of the lower end of the display unit 110 of the electronic device 100, to return

to a screen prior to a currently-displayed screen when the return key is touched.

[25] The communication unit 130 includes at least one of a mobile communication unit

131, a wireless communication unit 132, a short-range communication unit 133 and a

location information unit 134.

[26] The mobile communication unit 131 transmits/receives a wireless signal to/from at

least one of a base station, an external terminal, and a server on a mobile commu

nication network. The wireless signal may include, for example, a voice call signal, a



video call signal, or various types of data according to transmission/reception of text/

multimedia messages.

[27] The wireless communication unit 132 is provided to access a wireless network.

Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) (Wi-Fi), Wireless broadband (Wibro), World

Interoperability for Microwave Access (Wimax), High Speed Downlink Packet Access

(HSDPA), etc. may be used by the electronic device 100.

[28] The short-range communication unit 133 is provided for short-range communication.

Bluetooth™, Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID), Infrared Data Association

(IrDA), Ultra WideBand (UWB), ZigBee™, etc. may be used by the electronic device

100.

[29] The location information unit 134 is provided for obtaining or identifying a location

of a mobile terminal. The location information unit 134 may obtain location in

formation, using a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). The GNSS, as used

herein, describes wireless navigation satellite systems in which predetermined types of

wireless navigation receivers rotate around the earth and transmit reference signals for

determining the earth's surface or locations of the wireless navigation receivers near

the earth's surface. Examples of the GNSS are the Global Positioning System (GPS)

operated by USA, the Galileo system operated by Europe, the Global Orbiting Navi

gational Satellite System (GLONASS) operated by Russia, the Compass system

operated by China, the Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) operated by Japan, etc.

[30] Additionally, the communication unit 130 may include a network interface (for

example, LAN card), a modem, etc. for connecting the electronic device 100 with a

network (for example, the Internet, LAN, Wide Area Network (WAN), telecommu

nication network, cellular network, satellite network or Plain Old Telephone

System(POTS)).

[31] The storage unit 140 may include at least one of an internal memory and an external

memory.

[32] The internal memory may include at least one of, for example, a volatile memory

(e.g. a Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM), a Static RAM (SRAM), a Syn

chronous Dynamic RAM (SDRAM), etc.), a non-volatile memory (e.g. an One Time

Programmable Read-Only Memory (OTPROM), a Programmable ROM (PROM), an

Erasable and Programmable ROM (EPROM), an Electrically Erasable and Pro

grammable ROM (EEPROM), a Mask ROM, a Flash ROM, etc.), a Hard Disk Drive

(HDD), and a Solid State Drive (SSD). The controller 160 processes a command or

data received from at least one of the non-volatile memory and other components by

loading the command or the data in the volatile memory. Further, the controller 160

stores the data received from or generated by other components in the non-volatile

memory.



[33] The external memory may include at least one of a Compact Flash (CF), a Secure

Digital (SD), a Micro Secure Digital (Micro-SD), a Mini Secure Digital (Mini-SD), an

extreme Digital (xD) and a memory stick.

[34] The storage unit 140 stores an operating system for controlling resources of the

electronic device 100 and an application program for an operation of an application.

The operating system may include a kernel, middleware, an Application Program

Interface (API), etc. For example, Android™, iOS, Windows™, Symbian™, Tizen™,

or Bada™ can be employed as the operating system.

[35] The kernel may include a system resource manager and a device driver, which can

manage resources. The resource manager may include, for example, a controller

management unit, a memory unit management unit, a file system management unit, or

the like and can perform a function of control, allocation, retrieve or the like of the

system resource. The device driver can control various components of the electronic

device 100 in a software scheme. To this end, the device driver may be divided into an

interface and an individual driver module part provided by each hardware company.

The device driver may include at least one of, for example, a display driver, a camera

driver, a Bluetooth™ driver, a share memory driver, a Universal Serial Bus (USB)

driver, a keypad driver, a Wi-Fi driver, an audio driver and an Inter-Process Commu

nication (IPC) driver.

[36] The middleware may include a plurality of modules implemented in advance to

provide functions commonly required for various applications. The middleware may

provide the commonly required functions through the API such that the application can

efficiently use limited system resources within the electronic device. The middleware

may include at least one of, for example, an application manager, a window manager, a

multimedia manager, a resource manager, a power manager, a database manager, and a

package manager. Further, the middleware may include at least one of a connectivity

manager, a notification manager, a location manager, a graphic manager and a security

manager. Further, the middleware may include a runtime library or other library

modules. The runtime library is a library module that a compiler uses in order to add a

new function through a programming language while an application is being executed.

For example, the runtime library can perform a function of input/output, memory

management or an arithmetic function. The middleware may generate a new

middleware module through various functional combinations of the aforementioned

internal component modules, and use the new middleware module. The middleware

may provide a module specialized for each type of OS in order to provide a differ

entiated function.

[37] The API corresponds to a set of API programming functions and may be provided to

have a different configuration according to the OS. When the OS corresponds to



Android™ or iOS, for example, one API set may be provided for each platform, and

when the OS corresponds to Tizen™, for example, two or more API sets may be

provided.

[38] The application may perform one or more functions, using an application program.

The application may be classified into, for example, a preloaded application and a third

party application. The application may include, for example, a home application for

executing a home screen, a dialer application, a Short Message Service

(SMS)/Multi-media Message service (MMS) application, an Instant Message (IM) ap

plication, a browser application, a camera application, an alarm application, a contacts

(or address book) application, a voice dial application, an email application, a calendar

application, a media player, an album application, and a clock application.

[39] The fingerprint recognition unit 150 may be an input image device for acquiring a

fingerprint image (or image information of a fingerprint) having inherent char ac

teristics according to users. An optical scheme, a semiconductor scheme, an ultrasonic

scheme and/or a contactless scheme may be used for sensing data of the fingerprint

image.

[40] For example, if the fingerprint recognition unit 150 uses the optical scheme, the fin

gerprint recognition unit 150 may include an optical fingerprint recognition sensor that

may include, for example, a prism, a light source, a lens, a Charge-Coupled Device

(CCD) or the like. In the optical scheme, when a fingerprint comes into contact with

the prism, the light source irradiates light on the prism, the lens collects light reflected

through the prism, and the CDD acquires the collected light as a fingerprint image.

[41] If the fingerprint recognition unit 150 uses the semiconductor scheme, the fingerprint

recognition unit 150 may include a semi-conductive fingerprint recognition sensor that

may include a heat- sensitive fingerprint recognition sensor, a capacitive fingerprint

recognition sensor, an electric field type fingerprint recognition sensor or the like. The

semi-conductive fingerprint recognition sensor may be miniaturized and may be used

for an application product which a person uses. The heat- sensitive fingerprint

recognition sensor may use a scheme of acquiring a fingerprint image using a tem

perature distribution obtained by a temperature difference between a contact part and a

non-contact part of the fingerprint.

[42] The capacitive fingerprint recognition sensor may use a scheme of acquiring a fin

gerprint image using a difference in an amount of charged particles or a capacitance

between ridges of a contact part of the fingerprint. The electric field type fingerprint

recognition sensor may use a scheme of acquiring fingerprint image information from

an electric field formed at a fingerprint which is in contact with the sensor or around

the fingerprint.

[43] The fingerprint recognition unit 150 may be a part of the controller 160. For



example, the fingerprint recognition unit 150 may perform an operation of correcting

the fingerprint image, an operation of calculating characteristics of the fingerprint

image, or the like, in addition to the operation of acquiring the fingerprint image. In

this case, the fingerprint recognition unit 150 may be a functional module having a

hardware module and a software module.

[44] The fingerprint recognition unit 150 may be mounted on a surface of a housing of the

electronic device 100. For example, the fingerprint recognition unit 150 may be

coupled to the touch panel 121 of the electronic device 100. In accordance with em

bodiments of the present invention, the fingerprint recognition unit 150 is laminated on

the touch panel 121 and the display unit 110, such that one surface of the fingerprint

recognition sensor, which may be in contact with a fingerprint, is exposed on the touch

panel 121.

[45] The controller 160 controls a plurality of hardware and software components

connected to the controller 160 by driving an operating system and an application

program and may process and calculate various pieces data including multimedia data.

The controller 160 may be implemented by, for example, a System on Chip (SoC) and

may further include a Graphic Processing Unit (GPU).

[46] The controller 160 controls the display unit 110 to display a first area including an

item which a user can designate and a second area on which an operation to be

performed by a combination of items is displayed.

[47] For example, the first area includes a condition which a user is to perform (e.g., a

task list and an item which a user can designate). The item which a user can designate

may be the condition which a user is to perform. The first area may be a condition area

including the condition which a user is to perform. For example, the condition area

may include an area on which at least one task execution subject is displayed and an

area on which a task execution object is displayed. The area on which the task

execution subject is displayed can display, for example, an application list including

applications which perform at least one task, a communication channel list (e.g., a

phone call, a message, an E-mail and a Social Network Service (SNS)), and a function

list of an electronic device (e.g., taking a picture, finding, listening to music, and

navigation). The area on which the task execution object is displayed displays a target

to perform a task. The area on which the task execution object is displayed may

include, for example, a person's name, a location, a file name, etc.

[48] The second area, on which an operation to be performed by a combination of items is

displayed, corresponds to an area, on which a user displays the selected condition and a

fingerprint of the user is recognized. The second area can display a task to be generated

by the selected condition when a user generates a touch event by which a condition (or

a task list) is moved from the condition area to a task configuring area. The item which



a user can designate may be the condition which a user is to perform. The second area

may be a task configuring area on which a task to be generated by a condition which a

user is to perform is displayed. For example, the operation of generating the touch

event by which the condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can designate) is

moved from the condition area to the task configuring area, by a user, may be an

operation of dragging or swiping the condition (or the task list or the item which a user

can designate) to the task configuring area. For example, the electronic device 100 can

sense the operation of dragging and/or swiping the condition (or the task list) to the

task configuring area to recognize a fingerprint of a user.

[49] For example, the electronic device 100 can sense a fingerprint of a user while at least

one condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can designate) is being moved

from the condition area to the task configuring area, can sense a fingerprint of a user

while at least one condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can designate) has

been completely moved from the condition area to the task configuring area, or can

sense a fingerprint of a user when at least one condition (or the task list, or the item

which a user can designate) is touched in the condition area. The electronic device 100,

when a plurality of fingerprints of fingers generate a touch event, senses a fingerprint

of a finger, which generates the final touch event. The touch panel 121 can sense a

touch event by which the condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can

designate) is selected and is moved from the condition area to the task configuring area

and can transmit the sensed signal to the controller 160.

[50] When a user generates a touch event by which the task execution subject and the task

execution object are selected in the condition area, the touch panel 121 can sense the

touch event. For example, the touch event may be the operation of dragging and/or

swiping the condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can designate) to the

task configuring area. The touch event sensed by the touch panel 121 may be

transmitted to the controller 160.

[51] The fingerprint recognition unit 150 senses a fingerprint of a finger, which generates

the touch event, and transmits the sensed fingerprint to the controller 160.

[52] When a user generates a touch event by which the task execution subject and the task

execution object are selected in the condition area, the fingerprint recognition unit 150

senses a fingerprint of a finger which generates the touch event. For example, the fin

gerprint recognition unit 150 senses which finger from among the five fingers of a left

hand or a right hand of a user is the finger having a fingerprint which has generated the

touch event by which the condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can

designate) is dragged and/or swiped to the task configuring area.

[53] The controller 160 determines whether the fingerprint of the finger, which generates

the touch event sensed by the fingerprint recognition unit 150, is a fingerprint which



has been registered beforehand. The storage unit 140 stores fingerprints which have

been registered beforehand. The controller 160 receives, from the storage unit 140, the

pre-registered fingerprint stored in the storage unit 140, in order to determine whether

the sensed fingerprint is the pre-registered fingerprint.

[54] When the sensed fingerprint is registered beforehand, the controller 160 configures a

task by combining the selected condition and the sensed (or identified) fingerprint. For

example, the operation of configuring the task by combining the selected (or moved)

condition and the sensed fingerprint corresponds to configuring a shortcut and cor

responds to configuring a task such that a selected task execution subject can execute a

selected task execution object when the sensed fingerprint is input to the electronic

device 100.

[55] For example, the fingerprint recognition unit 150 senses one or more fingerprints

which generate a touch event moved from the condition area to the task configuring

area. When there are one or more fingerprints which generate a touch event moved

from the condition area to the task configuring area, the controller 160 determines a

fingerprint which generates the final touch event, as a sensed fingerprint. The

controller 160 displays the configured task on the display unit 110. For example, the

configured task displayed by the controller 160, on the display unit 110, may be a

shortcut generated by combining the selected (or moved) condition (or the task list, or

the item which a user can designate) and the sensed fingerprint.

[56] When the sensed fingerprint is not registered beforehand, the controller 160 controls

fingerprint registration for identifying the selected (or moved) condition (or the task

list, or the item which a user can designate).

[57] For example, the controller 160 identifies a task to be generated by the selected (or

moved) condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can designate). The

controller 160 displays, on the display unit 110, a shortcut generated by combining the

selected (or moved) condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can designate)

and the sensed fingerprint. Otherwise, the controller 160 identifies a task generated by

combining the selected condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can

designate) and the sensed fingerprint. The controller 160 displays, on the display unit

110, a guide screen for the fingerprint registration. The guide screen for the fingerprint

registration may be a user interface which is required for the fingerprint registration for

condition identification by a user. For example, a user can perform at least one fin

gerprint registration operation such as a drag, a swipe and/or a touch on the fingerprint

recognition unit 150 along the guide screen for the fingerprint registration. The

controller 160 registers a fingerprint of the user by sensing the fingerprint registration

operation of the user. The controller 160 stores the registered fingerprint in the storage

unit 140.



[58] The controller 160 configures a task by combining the selected (or moved) condition

(or the task list, or the item which a user can designate) and the registered fingerprint.

For example, the operation of configuring the task by combining the selected (or

moved) condition and the registered fingerprint may include configuring a shortcut and

configuring a task such that the selected task execution subject can execute the selected

task execution object when the registered fingerprint is input to the fingerprint

recognition unit 150. The controller 160 displays the configured task on the display

unit 110. For example, the controller 160 may display, on the display unit 110, a

shortcut generated by combining the selected (or moved) condition (or the task list, or

the item which a user can designate) and the registered fingerprint.

[59] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a task configuring method of the electronic device,

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[60] The electronic device 100, at step 201, displays a first area and a second area. For

example, the first area may include a condition area that includes a condition which a

user is to perform (or, a task list, and an item which the user can designate). For

example, the condition area may include an area on which at least one task execution

subject is displayed and an area on which a task execution object is displayed. For

example, the first area includes a condition which a user is to perform (e.g., a task list,

and an item which the user can designate). The item which a user can designate may be

the condition which a user is to perform.

[61] The second area (e.g., the task configuring area), on which an operation to be

performed by a combination of items is displayed, corresponds to an area, on which a

user displays the selected condition and a fingerprint of the user is recognized. The

second area can display a task to be generated by the selected condition when a user

generates a touch event by which a condition (or a task list) is moved from the

condition area to a task configuring area. The item which a user can designate may be

the condition which a user is to perform. The second area may be a task configuring

area on which a task to be generated by a condition which a user is to perform is

displayed. The area on which the task execution subject is displayed can display, for

example, an application list including applications which perform at least one task, a

communication channel list (e.g., a phone call, a message, an E-mail and a Social

Network Service (SNS)) and a function list of an electronic device (e.g., taking a

picture, finding, listening to music, and navigation).

[62] The area on which the task execution object is displayed displays a target to perform

a task. The area on which the task execution object is displayed may include, for

example, a person's name, a location, a file name, etc.

[63] The second area corresponds to an area, on which a user displays the selected

condition and a fingerprint of the user is recognized and can display a task to be



generated by the selected condition when a user generates a touch event by which a

condition (or a task list, or the item which a user can designate) is moved from the first

area to the second area. For example, the operation of generating the touch event by

which the condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can designate) is moved

from the first area to the second area, by a user, may be an operation of dragging and/

or swiping the condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can designate) to the

second area.

[64] For example, the second area recognizes the fingerprint of a user by sensing the

operation of dragging and/or swiping the condition (or the task list, or the item which a

user can designate) to the second area.

[65] For example, the electronic device 100 senses a fingerprint of a user while at least

one condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can designate) is being moved

from the first area to the second area, can sense a fingerprint of a user while at least

one condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can designate) has been

completely moved from the first area to the second area, or can sense a fingerprint of a

user when at least one condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can

designate) is touched in the first area. The electronic device 100, when a plurality of

fingerprints of fingers generate a touch event, senses a fingerprint of a finger, which

generates the final touch event.

[66] The electronic device 100, at step 203, can sense a touch event in which the

condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can designate) is selected on the

first area (e.g., the condition area) and is moved to the second area (e.g., the task con

figuring area).

[67] When a user generates a touch event by which the task execution subject and the task

execution object are selected in the first area, the electronic device 100 senses the

touch event. For example, the touch event may be the operation of dragging and/or

swiping the condition (or the task list, or the item which a user can designate) to the

second area.

[68] The electronic device 100, at step 205, senses a fingerprint of a finger which

generates the touch event.

[69] When a user generates a touch event by which the task execution subject and the task

execution object are selected in the first area, the electronic device 100 senses a fin

gerprint of a finger which generates the touch event. For example, the fingerprint

recognition unit 150 senses which finger from among the five fingers of the left or

right hand is the finger having a fingerprint which has generated the touch event by

which the condition or the task list is dragged and/or swiped to the task configuring

area.

[70] The electronic device 100, at step 207, determines whether the sensed fingerprint of



the finger which has generated the touch event is a fingerprint which has been

registered beforehand.

[71] The electronic device 100 registers a fingerprint of a user beforehand using the fin

gerprint recognition unit 150. The electronic device 100, at step 207, determines

whether the sensed fingerprint is registered beforehand by comparing the pre-

registered fingerprint with the sensed fingerprint.

[72] When the sensed fingerprint is registered beforehand, the electronic device 100, at

step 209, configures a task by combining the selected or moved condition (or the task

list, or the item which a user can designate) and the sensed fingerprint. For example,

the operation of configuring the task by combining the selected or moved condition

and the sensed fingerprint includes configuring a shortcut and configuring a task such

that the selected task execution subject can execute the selected task execution object

when the sensed fingerprint is input to the electronic device 100.

[73] For example, as there are one or more fingerprints which generate a touch event

moved from the first area to the second area, the electronic device 100 determines a

fingerprint which generates the final touch event as a sensed fingerprint.

[74] The electronic device 100, at step 211, displays the configured task. For example, the

configured task displayed by the electronic device 100 may correspond to displaying a

shortcut generated by combining the selected or moved condition and the sensed fin

gerprint.

[75] When the sensed fingerprint is not registered beforehand, the electronic device 100,

at step 213, registers a fingerprint for identifying the selected or moved condition. This

step may include a step of identifying a task to be generated by a selected condition, a

step of displaying a guide screen for fingerprint registration, and a step of registering a

fingerprint.

[76] For example, the electronic device 100, at step 215, identifies a task to be generated

by the selected or moved condition, task list, or the item which a user can designate.

The identifying of the task to be generated by the selected (or moved) condition cor

responds to identifying a shortcut by displaying the shortcut generated by combining

the selected condition and the sensed fingerprint. Otherwise, the identifying of the task

to be generated by the selected condition corresponds to identifying a task generated

by combining the selected condition and the sensed fingerprint. The electronic device

100, at step 217, displays the guide screen for the fingerprint registration. The guide

screen for the fingerprint registration may be a user interface which is required for the

fingerprint registration for condition identification by a user. For example, a user, at

step 217, can perform at least one fingerprint registration operation such as a drag, a

swipe and/or a touch on the fingerprint recognition unit 150 along the guide screen for

the fingerprint registration. The electronic device 100, at step 219, registers a fin-



gerprint of a user by sensing the fingerprint registration operation along the guide

screen for the fingerprint registration by the user.

[77] The electronic device 100, at step 221, configures a task by combining the selected or

moved condition, task list, or the item which a user can designate and the registered

fingerprint.

[78] For example, the operation of configuring the task by combining the selected

condition and the registered fingerprint may include configuring a shortcut and con

figuring a task such that the selected task execution subject can execute the selected

task execution object when the registered fingerprint is input to the electronic device

100.

[79] The electronic device 100, at step 223, displays the configured task. For example, the

configured task displayed by the electronic device 100 may include displaying a

shortcut generated by combining the selected condition and the registered fingerprint.

[80] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a task configuring method of an electronic device 100

using a fingerprint which is registered beforehand, according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

[81] A condition area, a task configuring area and a condition are disclosed in FIGS. 3 to

6. The condition area is the same as the first area, the task configuring area is the same

as the second area, and the condition is the same as the task list or the item which a

user can designate.

[82] On screen A, the electronic device 100 displays a condition area 301 and a task con

figuring area 302. The condition area 301 may include an area on which a task

execution subject is displayed, i.e., the area disposed at an upper end with respect to

the task configuring area 302, and an area on which a task execution object is

displayed, i.e., the area disposed at a lower end with respect to the task configuring

area 302.

[83] The area on which the task execution subject is displayed can display, for example,

an application list including applications which perform at least one task, and a

function list of an electronic device (e.g., taking a picture, finding, listening to music,

and navigation). The area on which the task execution object is displayed displays a

target to perform a task. The area on which the task execution object is displayed may

include, for example, a person's name, a location, a file name, etc.

[84] On screen B, a user can display the selected condition on the task configuring area

302. The task configuring area 302 corresponds to an area on which a user displays the

selected condition and a fingerprint of the user is recognized and can display a task to

be generated by the selected condition when a user generates a touch event by which a

condition or a task list is moved from the condition area to the task configuring area.

The task configuring area 302 displays a shortcut generated by combining the selected



condition and the sensed fingerprint.

[85] For example, when a user selects "navigation" in the condition area including the at

least one task execution subject, on which a function list of the electronic device,

including "take a photo", "find", "listen" and "navigation", is displayed, the electronic

device 100 displays the task execution subject on the task configuring area 302.

[86] When the user selects "Gildong' s House" in the condition area including the at least

one task configuring object, on which a location or person's names such as "Gildong' s

House", "Kim", "Alice" and "Gildong" is displayed, the electronic device 100 displays

"Gildong' s House" as the task execution object on the task configuring area 302.

[87] At this time, when the sensed fingerprint is registered beforehand, the electronic

device 100 configures a task by combining the selected condition and the sensed fin

gerprint. The task configuring area 302 can display the selected task execution subject,

the selected task execution object, and a fingerprint of a finger which is to identify the

condition.

[88] For example, when the fingerprint recognition unit 150 senses one or more fin

gerprints which generate a touch event moved from the condition area to the task con

figuring area, a fingerprint which generates the final touch event moved from the

condition area to the task configuring area can be displayed on the task configuring

area 302 as the sensed fingerprint. On screen A and screen B, since a user generates a

touch event which moves a task list of the condition area to the task configuring area

using an index finger, a fingerprint of a finger for condition identification is displayed

as the index finger.

[89] When a user performs a shortcut function, if the user performs fingerprint recognition

using an index finger, the electronic device 100 performs a navigation operation to

"Gildong' s House".

[90] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a communication channel task configuring method of

an electronic device 100 using a fingerprint, which is registered beforehand, according

to an embodiment of the present invention.

[91] On screen C, the electronic device 100 displays a condition area 401 and a task con

figuring area 402. The condition area 401 may include an area on which a task

execution subject is displayed, i.e., the area disposed at an upper end with respect to

the task configuring area 402, and an area on which a task execution object is

displayed, i.e., the area disposed at a lower end with respect to the task configuring

area 402.

[92] An area on which the task execution subject is displayed may display, for example, a

communication channel list (e.g., a phone call, a message, an E-mail and an SNS). The

area, on which the task execution object is displayed, displays a target to perform a

task. An area, on which the task execution object is displayed, may include, for



example, a person's name.

[93] On screen D, a user can display the selected condition on the task configuring area

402. The task configuring area 402 corresponds to an area on which a user displays the

selected condition and a fingerprint of the user is recognized and can display a task to

be generated by the selected condition when a user generates a touch event by which a

condition or a task list is moved from the condition area to the task configuring area.

The task configuring area 302 displays a shortcut generated by combining the selected

condition and the sensed fingerprint.

[94] For example, when a user selects "Chaton" in the condition area including the at least

one task execution subject, on which a communication channel list including

"Message, MSG", "Email", "Chaton (e.g., SNS)" is displayed, the electronic device

100 displays the task execution subject (e.g., a subject of the communication channel)

on the task configuring area 402.

[95] When the user selects "Gildong" in the condition area including the at least one task

configuring object, on which a location or person's names such as "Kim", "Alice" and

"Gildong" is displayed, the electronic device 100 displays "Gildong" as the task

execution object on the task configuring area 402.

[96] At this time, when the sensed fingerprint is registered beforehand, the electronic

device 100 configures a task by combining the selected condition and the sensed fin

gerprint. The task configuring area 402 displays the selected task execution subject, the

selected task execution object, and a fingerprint of a finger which is to identify the

condition.

[97] For example, when the fingerprint recognition unit 150 senses one or more fin

gerprints which generate a touch event moved from the condition area to the task con

figuring area, a fingerprint which generates the final touch event moved from the

condition area to the task configuring area can be displayed on the task configuring

area 402 as the sensed fingerprint. In screen C and screen D, since a user generates a

touch event which moves a task list of the condition area to the task configuring area

using an index finger, a fingerprint of a finger for condition identification is displayed

as the index finger.

[98] When a user performs a shortcut function, if the user performs fingerprint recognition

using an index finger, the electronic device 100 performs a "Chaton" operation to

"Gildong".

[99] FIGS. 5A and 5B are diagrams illustrating a task configuring method of an electronic

device when a fingerprint has not been registered beforehand, according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[100] On screen E, the electronic device 100 displays a condition area 501 and a task con

figuring area 502. The condition area 501 may include an area on which a task



execution subject is displayed, i.e., the area disposed at an upper end with respect to

the task configuring area 502, and an area on which a task execution object is

displayed, i.e., the area disposed at a lower end with respect to the task configuring

area 502.

[101] The area on which the task execution subject is displayed can display, for example,

an application list including applications which perform at least one task, and a

function list of an electronic device (e.g., taking a picture, finding, listening to music,

and navigation). The area, on which the task execution object is displayed, displays a

target to perform a task. The area on which the task execution object is displayed may

include, for example, a person's name, a location, a file name, etc.

[102] On screen F, a user can display the selected condition on the task configuring area

502. The task configuring area 502 corresponds to an area on which a user displays the

selected condition and a fingerprint of the user is recognized and can display a task to

be generated by the selected condition when a user generates a touch event by which a

condition or a task list is moved from the condition area to the task configuring area.

The task configuring area 502 displays a shortcut generated by combining the selected

condition and the sensed fingerprint.

[103] For example, when a user selects "navigation" in the condition area including the at

least one task execution subject, on which a function list of the electronic device,

including "take a photo", "find", "listen" and "navigation", is displayed, the electronic

device 100 displays the task execution subject on the task configuring area 502.

[104] When the user selects "Gildong' s House" in the condition area including the at least

one task configuring object, on which a location or person's names such as "Gildong' s

House", "Kim", "Alice" and "Gildong" is displayed, the electronic device can display

the task execution object on the task configuring area 502.

[105] At this time, when the sensed fingerprint is not registered beforehand, the electronic

device 100 identifies a task by combining the selected condition and the sensed fin

gerprint as indicated by reference numeral 503. The task configuring area 502 can

display the selected task execution subject and the selected task execution object.

When a user identifies the selected task execution subject and the selected task

execution object as indicated by reference numeral 503, the electronic device 100

displays a guide screen for fingerprint registration, on screen G. The guide screen for

the fingerprint registration may be a user interface 504 which is required for the fin

gerprint registration for condition identification by a user. The user can select a finger

to be registered on the user interface 504.

[106] On screen H, a user can perform at least one fingerprint registration operation such as

a drag, a swipe and/or a touch on the fingerprint recognition unit 150 along the guide

screen for the fingerprint registration, as indicated by reference numeral 505. The



electronic device 100 registers a fingerprint of a user by sensing the fingerprint reg

istration operation along the guide screen for the fingerprint registration by the user.

[107] On screen I, the electronic device configures a task by combining the selected

condition and the registered fingerprint. Since a user registers a fingerprint using an

index finger, a fingerprint of a finger for condition identification is displayed as an

index finger.

[108] When a user performs a shortcut function, if the user performs fingerprint recognition

using an index finger, the electronic device 100 performs a navigation operation to

"Gildong's House".

[109] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a method of executing a configured task of an

electronic device 100, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[110] On screen J, the electronic device 100 displays a user interface 601 including an area

602 which can recognize a fingerprint of a user, and executes a shortcut function. A

user can perform an operation for the fingerprint recognition on the area 602 which can

recognize a fingerprint of a user.

[Ill] On screen K, when a user performs an operation for fingerprint recognition, the

electronic device 100 determines whether the recognized fingerprint is a fingerprint for

condition identification to perform a previously-configured task. On screen J and

screen K, when a user performs a fingerprint recognition operation using an index

finger, the electronic device 100 configures a task such that a "Chaton" operation to

"Gildong" is performed through a shortcut function. While one or more embodiments

of the present invention have been described with reference to the figures, it will be un

derstood by those of ordinary skill in the art that various changes in form and details

may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the present

invention, as defined by the following claims and their equivalents.
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Claims
A task configuring method of an electronic device using fingerprint

recognition, the task configuring method comprising:

displaying a first area including at least one item which a user can

select and a second area which displays the selected at least one item ;

sensing a touch event used to move the at least one item from the first

area to the second area;

identifying a fingerprint of a finger which generates the touch event;

and

configuring a task by combining the at least one moved item and the

identified fingerprint.

The task configuring method of claim 1, wherein the at least one item

of the first area includes at least one item which a subject of a function

execution and at least one item which is an object of the function

execution.

The task configuring method of claim 2, further comprising:

determining whether the identified fingerprint is registered beforehand;

and

when the identified fingerprint is registered beforehand, configuring a

task by combining the at least one moved item and the identified fin

gerprint.

The task configuring method of claim 3, further comprising:

when the identified fingerprint is not registered beforehand, registering

a fingerprint for identifying the at least one moved item; and

configuring a task by combining the at least one moved item and the

registered fingerprint.

The task configuring method of claim 4, wherein registering the fin

gerprint comprieses:

identifying a task to be generated;

displaying a guide screen for fingerprint registeration; and

registering the fingerprint by sensing a touch event for fingerprint reg

istration.

The task configuring method of claim 2, wherein identifying the fin

gerprint of the finger which generates the touch event comprises at least

one of:

sensing thefingerprint of thefinger while the at least one item is moved

from the first area to the second area;
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sensing thefingerprint of thefinger when the at least one item has been

completely moved from the first area to the second area; and

sensing the fingerprint of the finger when the at least one item is

touched on the first area.

[Claim 7] The task configuring method of claim 2, wherein, in identifying the fin

gerprint of the finger, when a plurality of fingerprints of fingers

generate the touch event, a fingerprint of a finger which generates the

final touch event is sensed.

[Claim 8] The task configuring method of claim 2, wherein, in displaying the first

area, an area on which the at least one item which is a subject of the

function execution is displayed, and an area on which the at least one

item which is an object of the function execution is displayed, are

divided by the second area.

[Claim 9] The task configuring method of claim 2, further comprising displaying,

a task on the second area, to be generated by combining the at least one

moved item and the identified fingerprint.

[Claim 10] The task configuring method of claim 9, wherein displaying the task on

the second area comprises displaying a task to be generated by

combining the at least one item which is a subject of the function

execution and the at least one item which is an object of the function

execution, and displaying the identified fingerprint as an index for

identifying the task to be generated.

[Claim 11] An electronic device comprising:

a display unit;

a user input unit;

a fingerprint recognition unit; and

a controller configured to display, on the display unit, a first area

including at least one item which a user can select and a second area

which displays the selected at least one item, to sense, through the user

input unit, a touch event used to move the at least one item from the

first area to the second area, to identify, through the fingerprint

recognition unit, a fingerprint of a finger which generates the touch

event, and to configure a task by combining the at least one moved item

and the identified fingerprint.

[Claim 12] The electronic device of claim 11, wherein the at least one item of the

first area includes at least one item which is a subject of a function

execution and at least one item which is an object of the function

execution.
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The electronic device of claim 12, wherein the controller is further

configured to determine whether the identified fingerprint is registered

beforehand, and, when the sensed fingerprint is registered beforehand,

to configure a task by combining the at least one moved item and the

identified fingerprint.

The electronic device of claim 13, wherein the controller, when the

identified fingerprint is not registered beforehand, is further configured

to register a fingerprint through the fingerprint recognition unit in order

to identify the at least one moved item, and to configure a task by

combining the at least one moved item and the registered fingerprint.

The electronic device of claim 14, wherein the controller is further

configured to identify a task to be generated, to display, on the display

unit, a guide screen for fingerprint registration, and to register the fin

gerprint by sensing a touch event for fingerprint registration from the

fingerprint recognition unit.

The electronic device of claim 12, wherein the controller is further

configured to sense, through the fingerprint recognition unit, the fin

gerprint of the finger while the at least one item is moved from the first

area to the second area, as a fingerprint of a finger which generates the

touch event, to sense, through the fingerprint recognition unit, the fin

gerprint of the finger when the at least one item has been completely

moved from the first area to the second area, as a fingerprint of a finger

which generates the touch event, and to sense, through the fingerprint

recognition unit, the fingerprint of the finger when the at least one item

is touched on the first area, as a fingerprint of a finger which generates

the touch event.

The electronic device of claim 12, wherein the controller, when a

plurality of fingerprints of fingers generate the touch event, is further

configured to sense a fingerprint of a finger which generates the final

touch event.

The electronic device of claim 12, wherein the controller is further

configured to display an upper area, on which the at least one item

which is a subject of the function execution is displayed, and a lower

area, on which the at least one item which is an object of the function

execution is displayed, and wherein the upper and lower areas are

separated by the second area.

The electronic device of claim 12, wherein the controller is further

configured to display a task on the second area to be generated by
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combining the at least one moved item and the identified fingerprint.

[Claim 20] The electronic device of claim 19, wherein the controller is further

configured to display the task on the second area by combining the at

least one item which is a subject of the function execution and the at

least one item which is an object of the function execution, and to

display on the second area the identified fingerprint as an index for

identifying the task to be generated.
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